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Abstract
Molecular diagnostics are becoming increasingly important in clinical research to stratify or identify
molecularly profiled patient cohorts for targeted therapies, to modify the dose of a therapeutic, and to assess
early response to therapy or monitor patients. Molecular diagnostics can also be used to identify the
pharmacogenetic risk of adverse drug reactions. The articles in this CCR Focus section on molecular diagnosis
describe the development and use of markers to guide medical decisions regarding cancer patients. They
define sources of preanalytic variability that need to be minimized, as well as the regulatory and financial
challenges involved in developing diagnostics and integrating them into clinical practice. They also outline a
National Cancer Institute program to assist diagnostic development. Molecular diagnostic clinical tests
require rigor in their development and clinical validation, with sensitivity, specificity, and validity
comparable to those required for the development of therapeutics. These diagnostics must be offered at
a realistic cost that reflects both their clinical value and the costs associated with their development. When
genome-sequencing technologies move into the clinic, they must be integrated with and traceable to current
technology because they may identify more efficient and accurate approaches to drug development. In
addition, regulators may define progressive drug approval for companion diagnostics that requires further
evidence regarding efficacy and safety before full approval can be achieved. One way to accomplish this is to
emphasize phase IV postmarketing, hypothesis-driven clinical trials with biological characterization that
would permit an accurate definition of the association of low-prevalence gene alterations with toxicity or
response in large cohorts. Clin Cancer Res; 18(6); 1515–23. 2012 AACR.

Introduction
This is an especially exciting time in the field of medicine,
created by the application of the burgeoning knowledge
about the molecular and cellular biology of cancer to
improve diagnosis and therapy. Recent results obtained
through The Cancer Genome Atlas [TCGA (1–3)] and the
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Therapeutically Applicable Research to Generate Effective
Treatments [TARGET (4–7)] programs, as well as independent research programs (8–10), have identified a large
number of candidate molecular alterations in different
cancers that represent both potential markers for novel
diagnostics and targets for a new generation of oncology
drugs. This set of Focus articles concentrates on various
aspects surrounding the identification, validation, and
introduction into regular practice of clinically useful molecular diagnostics. Success will demand unprecedented levels
of collaboration between clinicians and clinical laboratory
scientists in the design and monitoring of clinical trials.
Challenges include the need to validate both the clinical and
analytical performance of the diagnostic (11); the need to
standardize preanalytical variables during specimen collection, stabilization, and processing (12); the need to pay
rigorous attention to the analytical performance and validation of the assay (13); and the need to meet regulatory
requirements (14). The first five articles in this series are a
testament to the free-market approach to molecular diagnostics that characterizes the U.S. system of medical innovation. However, Andre and colleagues (15) describe an
alternative approach in which a government entity [in this
case, the French National Cancer Institute [NCI)] contributes to the development of molecular markers and ensures
the high quality of molecular diagnostics by establishing
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Figure 1. Types of markers and
phases of clinical trials. Five
types of markers are used in
clinical research, as diagrammed
within the context of the phase of
clinical trial in which they are
used. Pharmacokinetic and
pharmacodynamic markers are
used as research assays and are
generally not used to guide
medical decisions for patients in
the trial. In contrast, the other 3
markers (prognostic, predictive,
and pharmacogenetic) are often
used for medical decisionmaking and therefore need to be
performed in a CLIA-certiﬁed
laboratory. Markers that are
used for medical decisionmaking are also likely to require
an FDA pre-IDE review. See text
for further descriptions of the
types of markers and phases of
trials, and the CLIA and FDA
requirements. IDE,
Investigational Device
Exemption.

standard operating procedures and distributing certified
reagents throughout the country. In this work we define
the different types of markers that comprise the contemporary universe of new molecular diagnostics, and emphasize the fundamental importance of standardized analytical
parameters. We also suggest a reduction in phase III trials
and propose metrics by which the quality of diagnostic
development can be assessed by the regulatory agencies.

Categories of Markers in Oncology
A biomarker is defined as a "characteristic that is
objectively measured and evaluated as an indicator of
normal biological processes, pathogenic processes, or pharmacologic responses to a therapeutic intervention" (16).
Generally, basic and clinical investigators use the terms
"molecular diagnostic," "marker," and "biomarker" interchangeably. There are 5 types of molecular diagnostics that
have different functions and are usually associated with
separate phases of clinical trials. Clinical research generally
involves phase 0–III clinical trials, and phase IV trials are
postmarket pharmacovigilance surveys that assess drug
safety in large population sets and potential efficacy for
new indications. In contrast, phase 0 trials are trials in which
pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic effects are evaluated to enable comparisons with an investigational agent’s
behavior in preclinical models. The dosing in phase 0 trials
is low enough that the biological effect of an agent on
its intended target can be detected without risk of serious
adverse events. Phase I trials are designed to determine the
maximum tolerated dose of an agent with respect to its
safety and toxicity profile without establishing efficacy in
patients within a particular type of cancer. Phase II trials are
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larger studies in which an agent is dosed generally at or close
to the maximum tolerated dose, and investigators can begin
to ascertain the efficacy of the agent in different malignant
diseases. Phase III trials are large, randomized trials that are
intended to confirm the efficacy of an agent (alone or in
combination) in a particular disease context compared with
the standard-of-care therapy.
Five basic types of markers are used in clinical trials, often
with phase-specific purposes (Fig. 1). Pharmacokinetic
markers assess the absorption, distribution, metabolism,
and excretion of a drug or agent, whereas pharmacodynamic markers measure how an agent affects its intended target.
These markers are generally used in early-phase trials as drug
development tools to correlate biological responses to
agents with observable clinical effects in individual patients
(Fig. 1). They are considered part of clinical research
because, in general, the results are not provided to the
patients or their attending physicians and are not used for
medical decision-making. Although these markers do not
need to be tested in a clinically certified laboratory, they play
an important role in early drug development and should be
analyzed with appropriately high standards of technical
rigor, and should generally meet Good Laboratory Practice
standards as defined by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration [FDA (17, 18)]. These markers can be useful for
identifying or confirming the mechanism of action of an
agent, and relating both mechanistic and off-target effects to
drug dose and schedule. However, a recent trial sponsored
by the National Cancer Institute (NCI) used a pharmacokinetic marker for medical decision-making. The trial investigators assessed the response of individual patients to a test
dose of busulfan and then tailored the therapeutic dose of
the drug in each patient to the kinetics of the production of
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metabolites in a fixed period of time. Because this assay is
now used for medical decision-making, it must be performed in a clinically certified laboratory.
Markers that are associated with survival or other clinical
endpoints independently of any specific treatment are classified as prognostic markers. Such markers may also be
useful for monitoring the response of patients to therapy
(e.g., by enumerating circulating tumor cells in patients
with colon, breast, or prostate carcinoma). Markers that are
associated with a clinical endpoint (e.g., survival) but also
assess the effectiveness of a particular treatment are designated predictive markers because they predict the response
to that treatment (Fig. 1). Some predictive markers can
identify individual patients who are more likely to respond
to a particular drug, and thus can be used to select patients
for therapy. For example, EML-ALK mutations in patients
with non–small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) are considered a
basis for the use of crizotinib. The final class of markers
consists of pharmacogenomic markers that are used to
identify the risk of organ-based toxicities or altered metabolism and/or responses to therapeutic agents (Fig. 1). These
markers are usually inherited in the germ line and are
typically nonsynonymous single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) or genomic variants that involve more than
one nucleotide.
The need for clinical laboratory accreditation
Markers that are used for clinical decision-making within
clinical trials are often termed integral markers because they
usually are essential for the performance of the trial (see
Schilsky and colleagues (11) elsewhere in this series). These
markers may be prognostic, predictive, pharmacogenomic,
or (occasionally) pharmacodynamic. Integral markers may
be used to determine patients’ eligibility for a trial and their
assignment to therapy, to guide dose selection, and to
stratify patients within a trial. Because in these cases the
test result is known to the physician and patient, and
influences clinical practice, the assay must be performed
in a Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments
(CLIA)–certified laboratory as stipulated in Federal Acquisition Regulation section 42 CFR 493 (19). In the United
States, any patient-derived specimen that is analyzed for
clinical decision-making must be performed in a CLIAcertified laboratory under an accreditation process managed
by the Center for Medicaid and Medicare Services (CMS).
These regulations apply to both clinical research and practice. The patients and/or their physicians will be informed of
a test result or they may be informed indirectly by an event
such as assignment to a particular treatment based on the
result of the diagnostic test. The intent of these regulations is
to ensure that the highest standards for reproducibility and
reliability of assays performed on patients are being met,
which will in turn facilitate optimal medical decision-making. Integral markers should be distinguished from integrated markers, which are used in all patients in a trial or in a
predefined subset of patients but are not used for medical
decision-making. Instead, such markers are intended for
clinical research or development of a marker and its assay
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for use in a subsequent trial [see Williams and colleagues
(13) in this issue].

Differences between Discovery and Clinical
Research, and their Impact on Treatment
Whereas integral markers need to be performed in CLIAcertified laboratories, studies for discovery or correlative
research in which the patients or their physicians will not
learn the test results are often performed in a research
laboratory where the standards for reproducibility and
reliability are not as closely regulated (Table 1). Apart from
the absence of a need to inform patients about test results,
several other factors may prevent the direct use of discovery
research data in the clinic. Clinical research and studies for
discovery often use different sources for specimens. For
instance, TCGA uses fresh-frozen specimens that are collected in a way that minimizes damage to DNA, RNA, and
proteins before the specimen and its analytes are assessed.
In contrast, clinical specimens are collected in busy clinical
settings such as interventional radiology or operating suites,

Table 1. Differences between discovery and
clinical marker development

Preanalytic
Samples

Analytic
Approach

Discovery
(TCGA)

Clinical (hospital)

Fresh-frozen
Samples of
convenience
(bias by site)

FFPE
Samples of
convenience
(bias by trial or locale)

Unbiased

Focused on analyte in
tissue/matrix
Reduce false negatives/
false positives
Each test is
independent
Requires high
sensitivity/speciﬁcity
High

Power

Detect variant

Runs

Batch mode

Sensitivity/
May have
speciﬁcity 10%þ FDR
Risk to patient Null to low
Postanalytic
Not regulated

Regulated by FDA and
CMS

Discovery research is oriented toward the identiﬁcation of
novel markers that may be important drivers or other indicators of malignant transformation and/or neoplastic progression. In contrast, in clinical marker development, an
assay is developed for a marker that may be an important
therapeutic target or marker associated with clinical outcome. This assay must be reliable, reproducible, and performed in a clinical laboratory under federal regulations. This
table summarizes many of the differences between discovery and clinical marker development in terms of preanalytic,
analytic, and postanalytic factors.
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or from biopsy procedures in which the time to transport
specimens to a pathology laboratory for fixation and stabilization of the specimen is longer and subject to considerable variation between settings compared with a dedicated research setting. Clinical specimens are therefore likely to
undergo more degradation than impeccably curated
research specimens. More information on the importance
of preanalytic variables is provided by Hewitt and colleagues (12) elsewhere in this series.
Differences in preanalytic factors may have a profound
influence on the identification and reproducibility of putative markers (20, 21). Studies for discovery are just what the
name implies: a search for gene or protein alterations or
variants that are not otherwise predefined. In contrast, in
clinical research involving integral markers, the markers are
predefined and must use assays whose analytical performance is validated. There is minimal risk to the patient in
discovery protocols because the specimens are deidentified
and assay results are not provided to the specimen donor. In
contrast, clinical studies in which an assay generates falsepositive or -negative results can result in exposure to a
potentially toxic treatment or inappropriate denial of therapy, respectively. Protocols for discovery research are often
unbiased and use sufficient numbers of samples with the
statistical power to detect a variant at a certain level of
prevalence with a predefined false discovery rate. In contrast, integral markers are predefined, with assays that have
been validated to have high sensitivity and specificity and
concomitant low false-negative and -positive rates. An
additional and important difference between assays for
discovery research and integral assays is that discovery
assays are typically performed in batches, whereas integral
clinical assays are performed when samples are received by
the clinical laboratory and typically are conducted individually or in small groups. This increases the interassay
variability and requires greater controls to ensure that the
inter-run variability is minimized. Clinical assays for medical decision-making thus face greater challenges in terms of
reliability and reproducibility than discovery-stage assays.
Nevertheless, it is critical to ensure that discovery research
data are of sufficiently high quality to justify the time and
cost required to establish and validate a clinical assay. A
common cause of failure to confirm the clinical usefulness
of a marker identified in discovery research is that insufficient rigor was applied in the original identification of the
marker. The principles set forth by McShane and colleagues
(21) [Reporting Recommendations for Tumor Marker Prognostic Studies (REMARK)] are critical to ensure that discovery markers meet a high level of rigor before any translation
into a clinical diagnostic is contemplated.

Why Clinicians and Translational and Clinical
Scientists Need to Understand the Principles of
Analytical and Clinical Validity and How They
Relate to Clinical Utility
Discovery research often involves the use of advanced
technologies to search for genetic or protein alterations that
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may be useful targets for therapy or correlate with response
to particular therapies. The requirement for sufficient statistical power to identify various levels of gene or protein
variation should be addressed in the sample set. Once
candidate variants have been identified, confirmation will
require larger datasets, such as those provided by the TCGA
and the TARGET programs, or similarly sized private-sector
efforts. These larger-scale efforts are necessary not only to
confirm the initial findings but also to establish the prevalence of the molecular marker in a sample set from the
intended clinical-use population.
Using these approaches, investigators have made several
important findings that are leading to the development of
new therapeutics or their clinical assessment in cohorts of
patients identified by new molecular diagnostic clinical
assays, such as IDH1/2 mutations in glioblastoma multiforme (22) and Jak mutations in acute lymphoblastic leukemia (6). Unfortunately, it can take as long as 2 to 5 years
to develop and validate clinical assays to measure these
mutations in a sufficiently large number of clinical samples.
Before a discovery candidate can be converted to a validated
clinical assay, the analytical performance of the assay must
meet certain standards, as defined by Westgard (23), Lee
and colleagues (24), and Wagner (25). The FDA has provided guidance for satisfactory analytical performance of
molecular diagnostics that includes suitable controls and
analyses of inter- and intrareproducibility tests (26). The
Cancer Diagnosis Program of the NCI provides downloadable templates that address the validation of analytical
performance of FISH and immunohistochemistry assays
(27). These issues are further discussed by Schilsky and
colleagues (12) elsewhere in this section.
The analytical validity of an assay (i.e., its ability to detect
an analyte when it is present and not when it is absent) is the
primary focus of diagnostic laboratory accreditation. As
clinical molecular diagnostic tests evolve to play a greater
role in guiding treatment decisions, establishing the clinical
validity of the assay will become as important as determining its analytical validity. Regulatory agencies have indicated their intent to focus more on significant-risk tests, i.e.,
those associated with medical clinical decisions for individual patients. To establish clinical validity, investigators
much show that a positive test result is associated with a
particular clinical endpoint or event, and a negative test
result is not. In this context, the clinical endpoint may be
related to either survival (i.e., overall survival or a progression-free interval, or some other evaluation of the kinetics of
disease progression) or response to therapy [e.g., meeting a
prespecified reduction in tumor burden according to
Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors (RECIST)].
To show clinical validity, the assay must characterize the
analyte(s) in specimens collected within the clinical context
of intended use, which may range widely. As the assay
progresses from discovery to development, the samples
must be obtained and processed in a manner similar to
what will occur in routine clinical practice. For example, if
the marker predicts a positive response to a therapy [e.g.,
mutation in the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) in
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NSCLC for treatment with erlotinib], a positive assay must
associate consistently with a beneficial clinical response.
These results can then be translated into clinical sensitivity
and specificity, and may be used to define cutoffs by means
of receiver operating characteristic curves (28) or other
analyses (29, 30).
Finally, before payors will reimburse for a diagnostic
marker and clinical practitioners can incorporate it into
routine practice, investigators must show that the marker
has high clinical utility. Measures of clinical utility abound
(31–34), but clinical utility is not clearly defined other than
that the benefits of the diagnostic must outweigh its risks
(35). Various formulas for estimating clinical utility have
been proposed (32–35) and used in technology assessment
programs by organizations such as the National Institute for
Health and Clinical Excellence [NICE (36)] in the UK, and
the Center for Medical Technology Policy [CMPT (37)], the
Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality [AHRQ (38)],
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s Evaluation
of Genomic Applications in Practice and Prevention
[eGAPP (39)], and the Blue Cross Blue Shield Technology
Evaluation Center [BCBS TEC (40)] in the United States.
These organizations follow predefined criteria in an effort to
assess the utility of a test along with its associated companion therapeutic(s) in an unbiased way. The BCBS TEC
provides clear criteria on its website and assesses the utility
of treatments and diagnostics in light of the following
parameters: (i) the technology must be approved by the
appropriate governmental regulatory bodies; (ii) the scientific evidence must enable conclusions about the effect of
the technology on health outcomes; (iii) the technology
must improve the net health outcome; (iv) the technology
must be as beneficial as established alternatives; and (v) the
improvement must be expected to be attainable outside
clinical trial research investigations. These criteria appear to
be similar to those used by the NICE and CMPT; however,
the BCBS TEC also will consider reviewing topics that do not
fulfill all of the criteria. For example, in the case of new
diagnostic tests for oncology, the BCBS TEC supports the use
of KRAS testing in patients with metastatic colorectal carcinoma when treatment with anti-EGFR antibodies is considered. The BCBS TEC originally ruled against the use of
erlotinib in NSCLC patients with mutations in EGFR, but
reversed its decision after analyzing nonrandomized clinical data. Although other organizations (e.g., the American
Society of Clinical Oncology, and the National Comprehensive Cancer Network) publish guidelines for clinical
practice, practitioners may need to track the reports provided by evaluation committees from the BCBS TEC, NICE,
AHRQ, and CMPT because their reviews include the concerns of the payors who will be providing critical reimbursements for both the diagnostic test and the companion
treatment. These assessments also often identify shortcomings in the development of a diagnostic or treatment in
terms of the science involved, so that practitioners can
understand the boundaries of the scientific evidence. For
example, a BCBS TEC review (41) of the use of erlotinib in
EGFR-mutated advanced NSCLC raised questions about
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whether the diagnostic test would serve solely as a predictor
of therapeutic response or as a prognostic factor, and about
the sensitivity and specificity of the test for predicting a
response to an agent.

The Need for International Biobanks and
Diagnostic Databases
Next-generation genome sequencing is uncovering extensive genetic variants of uncertain significance in diverse
cancers. As noted by Andre and colleagues (42), there is
an essential need to identify clinically useful molecular and
imaging markers in a registry or database so that these
diagnostics can be identified by both clinicians and
patients. Currently, several websites [e.g., the NCI site
(43) and Vanderbilt University’s "My Cancer Genome"
(44)] track a number of diagnostics that are used to assess
patients for eligibility for targeted therapies. As the assessment of genomic alterations in a given disease state becomes
the standard of care, it will be important to integrate the
reported findings, and their implications, into the electronic
medical record systems used by attending clinicians. In
addition, investigators are now conducting many clinical
trials that require patients with relatively rare genetic abnormalities (often with a 1% prevalence), so the ability to
match patients with these specific lesions with relevant
clinical trials (institutionally, nationally, and internationally) will be of great value. This approach is already part of
patient-oriented sites such as My Cancer Genome.
Although it is relatively straightforward to use standard
gene and protein names such as those provided by the
Human Genome Organization (45), this only allows indexing of the root gene or protein name. The creation of precise
and standardized ontologies and semantics for validated
alterations or variants of genes or proteins is more complex.
The databases for these alterations should format content in
consistent ways, perhaps by following the guidance of the
Human Genome Variation Society (46). Institutions are still
struggling with the poor state of nomenclature standardization. An important consideration for the future will be to
develop standardized vocabularies and ontologies for the
molecular targets, modules, and pathways that are altered in
cancers, and for the patterns of variation in neoplasms that
arise in specific cell linkages. Hanahan and Weinberg (47)
recently noted that at least 12 molecular pathways have
various nodes that permit cross-talk but also have net
vulnerabilities that may be exploitable by appropriate combinations of therapeutics. If this type of rational, networkbased pharmacology is to achieve its full potential, it will be
essential to integrate knowledge about these pathways into
simplified, actionable decision templates that can be
adopted by physicians. To that end, gene and protein
variation nomenclatures must be consistent with incorporation into such pathway analysis programs or languages as
BIOPAX (48) or SMBL (49), respectively. Such pathway
analyses are currently within the purview of the research
investigator, but will eventually transition into tools that
can be used by practicing physicians and will also provide
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the logical foundation for reimbursement coding for specific molecular pathologies.
The need for well-curated biospecimens and preanalytical standards for the acquisition, handling, and storage of
such specimens has already been emphasized (50, 51). As
pointed out by Hewitt and colleagues (12), the methods
employed to collect the pristine samples used by large
academic programs such as TCGA and TARGET are far too
expensive to be used in routine clinical practice. However,
once a candidate biomarker is discovered, the requirements
for measuring it should be individually assessed, because
such measurements may not require the same degree of
rigor as used in the discovery phase. Genetic mutations that
were discovered in pristine samples by whole-genome
sequencing can often be accurately assessed routine paraffin-embedded specimens with the use of PCR-based
technologies. Although it is appropriate to establish rigorous standard operating procedures for the collection, stabilization, and storage of specimens, cost constraints will
invariably impose process limitations that introduce variable levels of specimen and/or analyte degradation. Nonetheless, clinical investigators are beginning to transition
next-generation sequencing technologies into the clinical
laboratory by performing whole-exome sequencing on formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissues. Because
these specimens come with rich clinical annotation and are
a commonly used type of diagnostic material, the possibility
of identifying genetic variants routinely in clinical practice
to support targeted therapeutics may soon become a reality.

Taking Advantage of More Precisely Deﬁned
Patient Populations: Opportunities for
Later-Stage Clinical Trials
The unchecked rise in the costs of medical care is unsustainable (52, 53). Current late-stage cancer drug development is both expensive and characterized by a high failure
rate. Ever larger phase III clinical trials are associated with
high risk of clinical trial failure to meet registration thresholds of efficacy and safety. The ability to develop drugs
initially in more precisely defined and biologically appropriate patient populations would facilitate new strategies for
enrichment/adaptive clinical trial designs. One approach
would be to restrict early development to particularly targeted groups of patients, which would allow accurate assessment of the relationships of dose and schedule with efficacy
and toxicity in carefully defined patient groups. This strategy
has been linked to the policy initiative related to progressive
approval, a variant of accelerated approval by the FDA
associated with use of a new drug or biological in a carefully
defined patient population for a well-circumscribed indication and patient population. Expansion of the initial
approval and wider use of the drug would be associated
with progressive development of increasing levels of evidence related to clinical validity and safety in broader
groups of patients. This approach is particularly applicable
to the development of "first in class" single agents in areas
where there is a clearly specified and high, unmet medical
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need. For example, such an approach would have worked
well in the development of imatinib for BCR-ABL–related
chronic myeloid leukemia (54) and KIT-positive gastrointestinal tumor (55), crizotinib (56) for EML4-ALK expressing NSCLC, and vemurafenib for B-RAF–mutated melanoma (57). These examples also suggest that the likelihood
of overestimating activity and/or underestimating side
effects is limited. It should be possible to establish criteria
by international consensus that further refine progressive
approval based on levels of objective response according to
RECIST, the duration of the response, and/or the absence of
progression at first tumor assessment. Other possibilities
(58, 59) include initial regulatory approvals based on large,
randomized phase II trials designed with sufficient power to
suggest that an agent has sufficient safety and clinical
efficacy in cancer patients to be approved for controlled
marketing. Final approval would then be contingent upon
the timely development of more definite evidence collected
in larger postmarketing studies.
The initial biomarkers associated with benefit from
targeted therapies in cancer are often low-prevalence
somatic mutations in driver oncogenes, challenging the
historical paradigm of progressive evaluation through
classical trial phases. If a mutation with a 1% prevalence
identifies patients with a 95% frequency of benefit, this
can be confirmed with high confidence in a relatively
small single-arm trial in that subset of patients. Although
the practical barriers to identifying such patients in the
general population are considerable, the advantages of
this approach may outweigh the disadvantages, provided
that the marker used to select the patient population is
suitably robust. Much larger randomized trials would be
needed to prove the lack of benefit of a targeted agent in
biomarker-negative populations, or the relative benefit of
other therapies in this small subset of patients (who may
respond differently). Adaptive design trials such as those
used in the I-SPY2 [Investigation of Serial Studies to
Predict Your Therapeutic Response with Imaging and
Molecular Analysis 2 (60-62)] and Battle-1 [Biomarkerintegrated Approaches of Targeted Therapy for Lung Cancer Elimination 1 (63)] trials suggest approaches that may
minimize the number of marker-negative patients who
are treated before predicting that a larger trial involving
such patients would not benefit from a randomized phase
III trial (64). In I-SPY2, an experimental arm either
graduates or is dropped if there is a 85% or <10%
predictive probability of success, respectively, in a phase
III trial (64). Similar approaches using standard randomized phase II trial designs also may limit the number of
patients who will not benefit from inclusion in a large
phase III trial because they are negative for an integral
marker. Whether such approaches can be used for development of drugs with targets other than those that drive
the oncogenetic phenotype, or combinations of agents,
remains a matter of debate.
The issue of low-incidence drug toxicity is a special case.
Historically, this issue has been addressed by regulatory
requirements for very large patient numbers (often far
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beyond those required to determine efficacy) prior to
drug approval. The opportunity to define particular lowfrequency patient groups at particular risk of toxicity will
enable new, more efficient approaches. Data suggest that
low-prevalence SNPs and other interindividual variants
may be critical for determining drug efficacy and toxicity.
However, it has been shown that even large phase III trials
may be too small to include enough patients with uncommon SNPs that might identify patients at particular risk of
toxicity or, for that matter, those who are most likely to
benefit from treatment. In a recent review, Grossman (65)
suggested that when a therapeutic is approved, the first
250,000 recipients should undergo testing and close surveillance for both toxicity and benefit. This can be achieved
by means of large-scale observational studies with highthroughput SNP analysis linked to electronic health records
and national indices maintained by the CMS and other
agencies. Andy Grove, the former CEO of Intel, made a

similar request in a recent Science editorial (66). Genomewide association studies performed in large postmarket
surveys might be an unbiased way to identify gene polymorphisms and variants in patients who first receive novel
therapeutics under an FDA-accelerated approval. Companies that currently do this type of analysis might assist by
providing the genetic variant data for such postmarket
surveys. Once these data are generated, they can be linked
with electronic health records as well as various national
indices, such as the National Death Index, at a cost that
might be considerably cheaper than current large phase III
trials.

Conclusions
Trialists, translational science investigators, and clinical
laboratory scientists must collaborate to move new research
discoveries about molecular alterations in cancer into
clinical practice.

Figure 2. Flow of marker
development. Markers that are
candidates for molecular
diagnostics come from multiple
sources (e.g., TARGET and TCGA)
as well as independent
investigators who use various
approaches to analyze aspects of
biology. As these markers enter
into the clinical research space,
they must undergo a process of
analytical validation as well as use
in clinical trials. Once these
diagnostics have been identiﬁed as
successful prognostic, predictive,
or pharmacogenomic markers,
they may be used in clinical
practice if reviewed positively by
the FDA, CMS, or other payors.
Assay images courtesy of the
National Cancer Institute,
laboratory of Susan
E. Bates.
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This is especially important for clinical validation
studies of novel diagnostics, in which laboratory scientists
must often work with samples that are collected under
more variable conditions compared with discovery-phase
protocols.
To move diagnostics forward in the most expeditious and
cost-effective way, we may need a shift in the focus of clinical
trials, with greater emphasis on randomized phase II trials,
reduced emphasis on phase III trials, and greater reliance on
phase IV trials that integrate electronic health records, and
large databases for observational studies to identify adverse
events and survival. Large-scale genotyping would enable
investigators to correlate certain genotypes with phenotypes
that confer therapeutic benefit, as well as those that confer a
risk of serious toxicity. This would also be associated with a
change in the FDA approval process, i.e., the agency could
grant a provisional approval for larger, randomized phase II
trials that would move to full approval after successful
completion of a larger phase IV study.
Finally, as pointed out by Meshinchi and colleagues (14)
elsewhere in this series, the FDA is taking a more proactive

role in monitoring the use of integral markers in clinical
trials. It is important to ensure that this monitoring, with its
added regulatory burden of requiring data and reports from
sponsors for an Investigational Device Exemption, is in turn
evaluated to determine whether it results in an improved
approval rate for molecular diagnostics and improved clinical outcomes for patients in terms of increased diagnostic
accuracy and rational therapeutic selection based on molecular profiling and subtyping of individual patients’ cancers
(Fig. 2).
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